
Baby’s 1st Easter 

        

Card Stock:    Stamp Set:    Supplies/Accessories: 
Blushing Bride – 4-1/4” x 11”   Easter Bunny    Framed Florets Dies 
Basic White – 5-1/4” x 4” (Inside)        Stitched Rectangle Dies 
Basic White – 2-1/2” x 4” (Cut 2)  Ink:     Celebrations Tags Dies 
Dainty Flowers DSP – 3” x 3-7/8” (Inside) Tuxedo Black Memento Stamp Pad  Layering Oval Dies (Retired) 
Dainty Flowers DSP – 2-3/8” x 3-7/8” (Cut 2) Polished Pink Stampin’ Write Marker  Rhinestones 
Blushing Bride – 3-3/4” x 4-3/4”  Daffodil Delight Stampin’ Write Marker  Stampin’ Dimensionals 
Basic White – 3-3/4” x 4-3/4”   Parakeet Party Stampin’ Write Marker  Multipurpose Liquid Glue 
Dainty Flowers DSP – 3” x 3-3/4”  Pacific Point Stampin’ Write Marker  Shimmery Crystal Effects (Retired) 
Blushing Bride - 3-1/4” x 4”   Basic Black Stampin’ Write Marker  Stampin’ Emboss & Cut Machine 
Parakeet Party Scrap   Light & Dark Crumb Cake Blender Pens  
Basic White Scraps    Light Flirty Flamingo Blender Pen  
       
      
      
       
       

Instructions: 
1.  Score & fold at 2-3/4” and 5-1/2”.  On front of card attach a Basic White 2-1/2” x 4” card stock to the top of the 2-3/4” fold line and one 
below it.  Then attach a piece of the Dainty Flower 2-3/8” x 3-7/8” DSP to the two Basic White pieces on card front.   
2.  Attach the Basic White 5-1/4” x 4” card stock to inside of card.  Then attach the Dainty Flowers 3” x 3-7/8” DSP to the bottom part of the 
Basic White. 
3.  Onto the Basic White scraps, Stamp the bunny, floral garland, eggs & butterfly from the Easter Bunny stamp set using the Memento stamp 
pad.  Color each in using the above listed markers & blender pens.  Fussy cut each piece out and set aside until you’ve created the frames in the 
following steps. 
4.  Using the oval die with the hearts from the Framed Florets dies set punch out the Blushing Bride 3-3/4” x 4-3/4” card stock.  Using the oval 
die from the Layering Ovals dies set, punch out the Basic White 3-3/4” x 4-3/4” card stock.  Using the Liquid Glue attach to the back of the 
heart oval you just punched out.  Next, punch out the flower oval from the Dainty Flowers DSP using the 3-5/8” x 2-3/4” oval die from the 
Framed Florets Dies set.  It will just be the outer oval so I recommend using the liquid glue and center between the hearts on the oval you just 
put together.  Then punch out the Blushing Bride 3-1/4” x 4” card stock using the same die you just used except using the center only.  Attach 
to center of the flower oval using dimensionals.  Also using dimensionals, attach bunny, garland, 2 of the eggs and butterfly as shown above.  I 
used rhinestones that were not SU to get some smaller ones to put in the center of the flowers on the garland.  Then I used the Shimmery 
Crystal Effects to brighten up the eggs and flowers.   
5.  Stamp the Happy Easter from the Easter Bunny stamp set onto a Basic White scrap using the Memento stamp pad.  What I did was masked 
first the Easter and stamped the Happy and then cleaned and masked the Happy and stamped the Easter underneath it.  I hand wrote the 1st in 
front of the Easter using SU Basic Black marker.  Punch out using the 1-1/8” x 2-1/8” scallop rectangle die from the Celebrations Tags Dies.  
Next, I punch out the Parakeet Party scrap using the stitched rectangle from the same dies set.  This one is a little larger in width so I punched 
again to make it smaller to fit the Basic White you just punched out as shown above.  Attach the scallop Basic White to the Parakeet Party and 
attach to the card as shown above using dimensionals.  This will help the easel card stand as shown above. 
6.  Fussy cut the last egg and attach to the label as shown above.  Attach additional rhinestones as desired and you are now done!! 
 


